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In  2017,  doctors  and  scientists  asked  for  a  worldwide
moratorium on 5G due to biological and environmental risks. 
Since  2018  there  have  been  reports  of  people  and  animals
getting sick where it was turned on (see 1, 2, 3, 4). In
February 2019 the telecom industry gave U.S. congressional
testimony that they have NO scientific evidence that it’s
safe.   Worldwide  opposition  continues  to  increase  due  to
biological  and  environmental  risks  and  MUCH  MORE
(see  1,  2,  3,  4).   Many  cities,  countries,
and  organizations  have  taken  action  including  banning  it,
filing lawsuits and issuing moratoriums.

Thanks  to  Environmental  Health  Trust  for  compiling  an
international list of where 5G has been halted or delayed.

The growing awareness of the health impact of the 4G/5G
densification  is  resulting  in  action  by  policymakers
worldwide.  Cities  are  issuing  resolutions  and  calls  for
research before deployment. There are citizen organizations
in almost every country working on this and a growing list of
public officials speaking out.
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March 2020: Slovenia halts 5G
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5G has been halted in Slovenia

Official Government of the Republic of Slovenia web site
page:  Minister  Rudi  Medved:  Questions  regarding  5G  are
addressed from a health, ethical and safety point of view

Official  public  Slovenia  Television  web-site  on  Minister
decision that negative effects of 5g are legit, also stating
possible health effect:

A letter – in Slovenian and unofficial English translation on
official Ministry of Public Administration memo and with
Minister  name  on  it  stating  legal  basis  for  further  5g
activities in Slovenia were withdrawn from Government meeting
also due to possible health effects of 5g.

“Slovenia stops the introduction of 5G technology: We do not
know if it is dangerous to humans”
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Papua New Guinea

1/2/2020 Post Courier: Minister Masiu halts 5g trials amid
health risk debate  

5G opposition and warnings continue to increase in the U.S. as
well  (see  1,  2,  3).   Lawsuits  have  been  filed
(see 1, 2, 3, 4).  In December 2019, doctors, scientists,
engineers,  and  public  advocates  asked  President  Trump  for
a moratorium on 5G.

More bad news:  it’s not just 5G that isn’t safe.  All sources
of cell phone and wireless WiFi radiation – 1G through 4G –
are harmful too.  Exposure can increase cancer risk and much
more.  In fact, pollution from all sources of Electromagnetic
Radiation  (“Electrosmog”)  is  harmful.   Experts  insist  we
should be reducing sources of Electrosmog – not increasing
it.  Despite all of this, the “Race to 5G” continues worldwide
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and includes satellites blasting 5G and WiFi from space.
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